An approximate solution to the periodic bidomain equations in one dimension.
An approximate, computationally tractable solution is proposed for the potentials in the bidomain model with periodic intracellular junctions (the periodic bidomain model). This new approach is based on the one-dimensional rigorous spectral method described previously by Trayanova and Pilkington (IEEE Trans. Biomed. Eng., May 1993). The total solution to the one-dimensional periodic bidomain problem is decomposed in the spectral domain into solutions to (1) the single-fiber classical bidomain problem in which the intracellular conductivity value incorporates the average contribution from cytoplasm and junction and (2) the "junctional" potential problem due to the presence of junctions at discrete locations alone. Solving for the junctional term rigorously requires most of the numerical effort in the solution for the periodic bidomain potentials. Here the junctional potential is found approximately with little numerical effort. A comparison between the rigorous and the approximate solutions serves as a justification for the proposed approximate solution procedure. The procedure outlined in this paper is applicable to higher spatial dimensions where both tissue anisotropy and junctional inhomogeneities play a role in establishing the transmembrane potential distribution.